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World-class physical theatre stunsWorld-class physical theatre stuns

eetta Honkakoski’s Helsinki-based company, in association with From Start to Finnish, brings a
stunning piece of physical theatre to this year’s Fringe with The Desk. Based on Honkakoski’s
personal experience of a cult, this all-female cast of six performs a masterclass in precision physical

theatre.

Dressed in stylised blue overalls reminiscent of 1984, the five ponytailed and pigtailed performers take turns
in careering around the single wooden inkwelled desk and chair that are joined together and on wheels. 
They polish and dust what seems to be this coveted object using movements that bring heightened comic
book actions to mind. As each person eventually acquires a desk of her own, any chaos or jostling is quickly
brought under control when the group’s leader, played by Honkakoski herself, who also directs the piece,
appears in dark military garb.  Like an unenlightened Captain Von Trapp revisited, she makes full use of a
whistle to exercise her authority. What follows is a brilliantly orchestrated depiction of the calculated and
well -honed methods of manipulation used by any regime, be it political or religious, in the maintenance of
power and control of their followers. The inevitable pockets of underlying anarchy from enforced uniformity,
though swiftly crushed, are shown with equal f lair and comedic skill.

Magnificent sound design from Tuulikyttälä provides insistent rhythms and soaring climactic sounds, along
with some mock military music with a root toot comic element, that chimes with the exaggerated physicality
that is the group’s signature. Superb lighting design from Saija Kojonen gives the complex tableaux created
by the performers’ bodies the look of a Caravaggio painting.

The entire piece is immaculately synchronised incorporating hand signals that echo various stiff-armed
salutes of totalitarian regimes and legs cleverly make swastika shapes as a biproduct of the choreography.
 The vibrant portrayal of automatons is consistently impressive but it is a later scene where the leader is an
overt puppet master that surpasses everything else. Of course, the irony is that such accomplishment is in
itself the result of immense discipline and control, though probably not of the whistle blowing variety!

Performers Karina Degaspari, Sonja Järvisalo, Josefin Karlsson, Liv Nordgren, Freia Stenbäck, and of course
Reetta Honkakoski herself, form a highly professional ensemble at the top of its game. Their fitting facial
expressions never fail to match the physical actions making the show’s intentions crystal clear. An aspect of
the company’s work is corporeal mime which ‘…[places] drama inside the moving human body…’ .  Judging
by this compelling performance these young women have absolutely mastered their craft.
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Review: The Desk

A poignant and powerful physical theatre about the inner workings of a cult

̣̣̣̣
DANCE REVIEW (EDINBURGH) | READ IN ABOUT 2 MINUTES !
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The Desk
Photo by Noomi Ljungdell

By James McColl

PUBLISHED 06 AUG 2019

As beautiful as it is haunting, Reetta Honkakoski’s The Desk shines a light on the shady and unknown world of life in a cult.
Part of the From Start To Finnish programme, it is an honest and brutal portrayal of five female cult members, consumed
by the power struggles, backstabbing, military-like discipline and hierarchical control of such a life. The end result is a
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Review: The Black Blues Brothers

The Black Blues Brothers brings sheer spectacle and a classic soundtrack

̣̣̣
DANCE REVIEW (EDINBURGH) | READ IN ABOUT 2 MINUTES !

performance that is a unique approach to a sinister subject matter. 

The absence of words is both the strength and biggest obstacle for The Desk, one that it quickly overcomes. Honkakoski
takes her real life experiences and produces something that leaves a lasting impression. The stage is laid bare for the
performers and their desks, each containing only one book. In being promised with praise they compete in an endless
array of tasks: a hypnotic and choreographic set of routines. The use of space and movement is remarkable. As well as
directing, Honkakoski plays the 'leader' of the unnamed cult. Both mocked and feared in equal measure, she is never
positioned as one thing – the complex relationships are hard to decode. 

Scored with precision, the brooding and menacing soundscape highlights the strength of performance. It is not an easy
task to tell an emotional story through muted physical theatre. The Desk is a triumph for movement-based theatre, not only
does it tell a fascinating story but it grips its audience for an hour without a single word said. It is able to convey complex
themes with nothing but five desks, six performers and a powerful story. 
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The Desk - Reetta Honkakoski Company
by Lucy Dyson

A production in which the performers are incredibly insync and
perfectly in time with the music throughout, there is no room for
error in The Desk.

A production in which the performers are incredibly insync and perfectly in time with the
music throughout, there is no room for error in The Desk. A well refined and mesmerising
physical theatre piece inspired by the founders own experience in a cult, this Finnish
company, Reetta Honkakoski Company, definitely impresses as you could hear a pin drop in
the room. The company works as an ensemble, performing sharp, exact movements in
perfect harmony. Their work is precise, funny and expressive.

To begin the piece, the women enter the stage one by one, showing intense interest in
seeing what is inside The Desk, before being caught out by another and quickly scuttling
back offstage again. They then perform a series of synchronised, high energy and robotic
inspired movement to a simple yet tense soundtrack. 

The Desk explores power, control and group behaviour in this hour long performance.
Founder of the company, Honkskoski, takes on the role of the teacher, dressed in a military
style outfit. The rest of the ensemble, or students, demonstrate her control by performing
manic, minimal movements such as flicking through a book and reading the lines, and show
fear and suspense through their frenzied eye movements. 

The fast paced performance decelerates part way through as they perform a mesmerising,
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The fast paced performance decelerates part way through as they perform a mesmerising,
slow motion section across the desks. Incorporating headstands, and climbing effortlessly
across the desks, they are truly enchanting to watch. 

The Desk is powerful and hypnotising throughout. Their precision and refinement is
something to be marvelled at. The one thing that stood out to me however, is that some
sections felt to be a little too long, due to the repetitive nature of them. Regardless, this team
of performers are extremely talented and skilled.
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Edinburgh Fringe 2019

Low Down

“One teacher. Five students. Five desks. A powerfully compelling show about dogma. Director Reetta Honkakoski mines her
personal lived experience of a cult in this meticulous ensemble piece about the seductive power of discipline, hierarchy,
mind control and the search for an ultimate truth.”

Review

A tall old-fashioned wooden desk is centre stage and five students are very curious about what’s inside. They each run to
open it, glance inside and run away fast or jostle with their school friends. The five performers are wearing school uniforms
with their hair tightly coi!ed in plaits. Their leader has a di!erent uniform and also a bit more personality than the
students are allowed to have. This show is about living in a cult-like setting and following directions precisely when
ordered by a powerful leader.

The physical activity around the desk by the group is mysterious and one of them finally claims it! Marching follows,
always in step and to a pulsating sound score, it is all impeccably synchronised.

The Desk
Reetta Honkakoski Company in association with From Start to Finnish

Genre: Physical Theatre (http://fringereview.co.uk/review/festival/edinburgh-fringe/?festivalgenre=physical-theatre)
Venue: Summerhall (http://www.summerhall.co.uk)
Festival: Edinburgh Fringe (http://fringereview.co.uk/review/festival/edinburgh-fringe/)
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From time to time the students get out of hand by being competitive, which is wonderful to see, but they soon get back into
the routine they must follow and seem to want to do so, to be obedient. Rousing classical music with playful flourishes
drives the ritualistic discipline and five more desks are wheeled onstage, so they each have their own to move around the
space in tight well drilled formations.

The development of this story mirrors how cults require their disciples to behave a certain way and to not question
authority. Desk choreography with sprightly movement on and o! and the competitiveness of the five students is
interesting to watch.

The leader of this group has her own foibles and brings slight humour to an otherwise cool neutral faced chorus of five. The
one-hour shows would benefit from some streamlining without losing the impact of the story, for example in each section
there is much repetition of similar motifs and sequences. Well-executed unison of energetic movement is demonstrated
throughout this show.

A highlight of the choreography and precision when the students read a book, is the extended and twisted movement in
their seats holding their books high – this part is well designed and performed. A creative acrobatic sequence when reading
their books, very slowly tumbling backwards one after the other o! the seats of the desks is a perfect blend of physical
skills and visual variety.

The show is a warning about giving up one’s rights and living under repression. The message is very clear – and the ending
adds another dimension to the story!

Published August 8, 2019 by Jo Tomalin (http://fringereview.co.uk/author/jtomalin15/)
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The Desk
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By Gillian Bain (author/Gillian+Bain)  |  " 5th Aug 2019  |  ̣̣̣̣

dimly lit stage, five women and their leader, to whom they will give everything until
there is nothing left to give: this is the basic set-up for Reetta Honkakoski Company’s
captivating piece of physical theatre The Desk.

A masterclass in precision ensemble movement.

The opening sequence of movements has the feeling of a clowning performance, even
verging on slapstick at a couple of points. However, the performance gradually gets
darker and more intense. The music provides the perfect backing score: a relentless
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beat perfectly matching the performers who seem almost trapped by their own
movements. The show is inspired by the director’s own lived experience of a cult,
making for an intriguing, unique and truthful stimulus for a performance.

The cast present a masterclass in precision ensemble movement. Every darting eye
movement is intentional, with even the smallest divergence from their exact unison
immediately drawing attention. All choreography is performed with amazing skill and
control, whether that be impressively smooth slow motion or the fast-paced rolling of
desks, last-minute, out of a collision course. The only set on stage is the desks which
are creatively and purposefully used throughout. Tension builds throughout the piece,
at times creating a sense of tangible fear for the women on stage. What would happen
if they are seen to be stepping out of line by their leader?

The group's intimate dynamics and trust in each other was evident - this is a true
ensemble performance. Sections where only one or two performers were on stage felt
weaker than the ensemble sequences where the company showed their true
mesmerising strength. There is extensive use of repetition throughout each section of
movements; unfortunatly at times some of these did begin to drag. When the intensity
isn’t growing during repetitions, it's easy to desire that the chorography moves on to
the next exciting instalment.

The Desk is a captivating piece of physical theatre which viscerally encapsulates the
intense group-think mentality of an oppressive system, with each performer displaying
millatry level precision and physical skill.

By Gillian Bain (reviewer/Gillian Bain) &
@TheBainOfMyLife (https://twitter.com/TheBainOfMyLife)

Joined 2016  |  ' Features 0  |  ( Reviews 53

Gillian is an Edinburgh based theatre maker, educator and
founding member of contemporary horror group Nevermore
Theatre. This is her fourth year of reviewing at the Edinburgh
Festival Fringe with Broadway Baby.
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”TIMELESS AND PSYCHOLOGICALLY PRECISE!”  
Mimesis&Mumina 



”UNSTOPPABLE AND DYNAMIC, WITH A MISCHIEVOUS WINK”  
Voima 



”VISUAL FRAMING WORTHY OF PRAISE” 
Hufvudstadsbladet 

”CHOREOGRAPHY REMINISCENT OF CHAPLIN’S SILENT FILMS” 
    Teatteri & Tanssi + Sirkus  


